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ABSTRACT
An arch-based spherical near-field measurement system
has been commissioned at Lockheed Martin’s facility in
Syracuse, New York. This system is designed for highfidelity testing of large, low-frequency, phased-array
radars. The near-field scanner system consists of a 9.5meter-radius arch with an active probe-position-error
correction, and a large azimuth axis capable of carrying
large arrays. The shielded anechoic chamber designed
to house the measurement system includes full treatment
with curvilinear absorber to achieve low levels of stray
signal at UHF band frequencies, FM-200 / VESDA fire
protection, and a glycol based system for removing heat
loads generated by the radars.
The overall measurement system details are presented,
along with mechanical accuracies achieved for the
scanner system. Details of the chamber and host facility
are described.
Finally, the paper concludes with
measurements of a UHF-band Standard Gain Horn
using the system. The challenges and benefits of such a
system will be highlighted.
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1. Introduction
A new test facility was needed to test multiple types of
large, ground-based radar systems. Some of the notable
requirements of this facility are listed below:


High power on transmit



Digital receivers embedded within the array on
receive



High fidelity required on
•

40-dB side lobes

•

Back lobes

•

Element balance (amplitude and phase)

•

Boresight accuracy

•

Gain or EIRP



Frequencies down to 350 MHz



Very large and heavy test articles



Umbilicals for power and liquid cooling restrict
rotation of the test article

The requirements for back-lobe measurement and deviceunder-test (DUT) handling led to an arch-based spherical
near-field geometry. The lower bound on frequency,

combined with the large DUT size, led in turn to a very
large arch, whose radius is 9.5 meters (31.25') to the probe.
In order to support data acquisition well below the horizon,
the arch is mounted in a pit 3 meters (10') below the level of
the floor under the DUT.
The chamber, of course, also had to be quite large, with
dimensions of 22.3 X 18.3 X 19.8 meters (73'X60'X65'). In
order to support the low side-lobe measurements at the low
frequencies, special attention to the absorber treatment was
also required. Some minor sculpting of the pit wall was
done to break up the dihedral corner reflector, and a
'vestibule' was added to avoid reflections from the corner
reflector present at the pit's access door. A 6m by 6m (20'
X 20') shielded door was also provided, with an integrated,
hydraulically actuated plate included to provide a flat
surface for driving heavy equipment into and out of the
chamber. A conceptual model of the facility is shown in
Figure 1 below, and a photo is shown in Figure 2.

Many of the anticipated test articles are high-power phasedarray antennas, some with digital beam forming. In the
transmit mode, many of these need to operate at full power.
In the receive mode, each array element may have its own
receiver, and in that case there is no RF connection for use
by the range instrumentation such that the element receivers
themselves need to interface directly to the acquisition
system. In each case, radar operation must be properly
synchronized with the acquisition system so that the pulses
are radiated and sampled at the desired aspect angles. As
stated earlier, power, cooling, and fiber-optic umbilicals
also need to be provided to the DUT.
In order to use the range to calibrate a radar's Boresight, it is
necessary to do several things. First, the range coordinate
system must be established. Second, the DUT coordinate
system must be aligned to the range coordinate system. If
this misalignment is large compared to the Boresight
specifications, then the translations and rotations that would
align the two needs to be captured and used in postprocessing software. A laser tracking system has been
provided for these needs.
The MI-3000 software that controls the range
instrumentation has always supported a variety of specific
signal sources and receivers. A recent addition to the MI3000 is support for generic 'Active Antenna' source and/or
receiver modules. Instantiations of these generic modules
have been provided to interface to this system. The
provided software also includes the MI-3046 SNF
processing package, as well as a module that produces EIRP
at the output of the SNF transform.

2. SNF Scanner

Figure 1 – Positioning System and Chamber Outline

The SNF positioning system consists primarily of an arch
and an azimuth stage. The arch carriage includes a proberoll axis for acquiring the two probe orientations, as well as
a pair of linear axes used primarily to compensate for any
small imperfections in the arch's fabrication or installation.
The heavy-duty azimuth axis utilizes a dual-motor torquebias drive to minimize backlash, as well as dual encoders to
enhance position accuracy.
At a high level, the mechanical alignment of the positioning
system[1] was performed by first installing the arch and
aligning it to produce semi-circular motion about a
horizontal axis of rotation. The probe-roll axis was aligned
so that it intersects the arch axis of rotation, and the
indicated arch position (Theta) was then offset to read zero
when the probe-roll axis was vertical. The azimuth axis was
then installed, and aligned to coincide with the probe-roll
axis near the center of the lateral-axis travel.

Figure 2 – Photo of chamber

The high-level process described above neglects the
imperfect alignment of each of the axes. Naturally, each of

the axes had non-zero error in those adjustments. Several
months after that installation and mechanical alignment, the
alignment was re-measured, with the following uncorrected
errors over the arch's range of travel:
Uncorrected Alignment Errors
Quantity

Mean

σ

±

0.070°

0.004°

0.008°

0.025mm
(0.001")

0.203mm
(0.008")

0.432mm
(0.017")

Vertical Depointing

0.001°

0.002°

0.005°

φ Angular Accuracy

N/A

0.004°

0.010°

θ Angular Accuracy
θ Radial run-out

Note that these measurements are based not on the arch's
axis of rotation as they were during mechanical alignment,
but rather on a coordinate origin that by definition lies along
the azimuth axis of rotation. Figure 3 below illustrates (on a
grossly exaggerated scale) some of the θ errors tabulated
above. The 'vertical depointing' error is the angle from the
axis intersection to the probe relative to the X-Z plane.

positioned to a calibrated φ angle also provides the rotation
angle to be applied to numerically align the DUT to the
range coordinate system during the SNF transformation.
The presence of the two slide axes on the arch carriage
permits us to directly compensate for the radial and axial
run-out errors [2]. The commanded position along the arch
can also be adjusted as a function of desired θ to improve
the angular accuracy. The arch and radial axes can be
further adjusted to relocate the arch's axis of rotation, thus
reducing the axis intersection error. Similarly, the lateral
axis (parallel to the arch axis of rotation) can have its
position further coordinated with arch position to improve
the orthogonality between the θ and φ axes. An automated
positioner-calibration utility has been provided with the
system that measures the uncorrected behavior with the
optical alignment system, defines 'virtual-axis' profiles [3]
for θ and φ, and then verifies the corrected θ and φ profiles.
Results of these corrections are tabulated below.
Alignment Errors After Correction
Quantity

Result

Mean Radial Error

0.028mm
(0.0011")

Standard deviation of radial error

0.064mm
(0.0025")

Mean θ Error

0.0019°

Standard deviation of θ error

0.0021°

Axis orthogonality error

0.0089°

Axis intersection error

0.165mm
(0.0065")

Mean 'Vertical Depointing' error

0.0005°

Standard deviation of vertical depointing

0.0028°

Peak-to-peak φ error

0.0035°

3. Chamber
Figure 3 – Illustration of Alignment Errors
There is no absolute definition of φ error, until a DUT is
mounted on the azimuth (φ) axis. At that time, φ error would
be defined as the rotation about Z between the DUT's X axis
and the range's X axis when φ indicates 0°. In order to
compute the standard deviation and peak-to-peak φ errors,
the errors have been defined to be zero-mean over 360° of φ
travel. Calibrating using this definition provides the ability
to produce a known rotation from one φ angle to another.
Optically determining the DUT's pointing angle when

The anechoic chamber surrounding the equipment has
several unusual features beyond its sheer size. In order to
meet the demanding specifications at low frequency, highperformance 1m (40") curvilinear absorber was used on the
walls, floor, and ceiling. Special absorber treatments were
also designed for such things as the arch support structure,
FM-200 fire-suppression nozzles on walls and ceiling, the
laser tracker's tripod, the 'vestibule' hiding the door to the
pit, and the 'stage lip' at the top of the pit wall. Removable
fiberglass safety railings are also provided, though their
removal was found to be necessary during testing even at

the lowest frequencies. Figure 4 below shows several of
these absorber treatments.

changing out DUTs. The 6m X 6m (20' X 20') EuroShield
door provides plenty of opening for most test articles, and
also provides a flat threshold for air pallets and fork lifts.

4. DUT Interface
The test facility provides additional DUT interfaces for
radar systems that include:

Figure 4 –Chamber View Showing Absorber Treatment
A further complication in the chamber development was the
triangular profile of the stage lip. This shape was chosen
primarily to break up the dihedral corner reflector seen by
the probe. Special care was required in the absorber
treatment to merge the rectangular packing of the absorber
on the stage floor with the angled stage lip, and to do so in
such a way that RF did not illuminate the shielding on the
stage floor. Figure 5 below shows another view of this
stage-lip absorber treatment.

•

High-current 3-phase power

•

Liquid cooling

•

Fiber-optic data communication

A large slip ring that includes each of those interfaces is
integrated with the MI-51850 azimuth turntable. Additional
fiber-optic cables are installed, along with the system's RF
cables, through a cable tray on the outside perimeter of the
azimuth axis. The cooling lines, high-power AC lines, and
fiber-optic cables run from the azimuth positioner to the
chamber perimeter through trenches in the floor.
Four primary modes of acquisition have been identified and
implemented for testing active arrays in this facility. Two
of the modes have the array transmitting, the other two have
the array receiving. One of the transmit modes makes use
of conventional antenna-measurement instrumentation, and
feeds the array pulsed RF to be transmitted. The radar,
through its special test equipment (STE), merely amplifies
the RF signal and routes it to the elements as needed to form
the specified beam. Multiple beam-frequency states are
supported, with the list of states downloaded before the
acquisition and TTL strobes cycling through the list at each
record increment.
One of the receive modes has the MI instrumentation
providing RF, LO, and the radar receivers' A/D sample
clock, and two or more radar receivers acting as range
instrumentation. The receive modes were designed around
digital beamformers, where each element has its own
receiver. The simultaneously sampled data for the elements
are stored as a set of 'beams'. Multi-frequency acquisition is
supported.

Figure 5 – Stage-Lip Absorber Treatment
A large portion of the stage floor has heavy steel plate in
place of the lighter-duty shielding installed elsewhere. The
steel plate provides an area where the heavy DUT can be
brought into the chamber on air pallets, and where a fork lift
can drive in to set it on the azimuth turntable. The floor
absorber over these steel plates has been mounted on pallets
so that the floor can be rapidly cleared or repopulated when

The other transmit mode handles all signal generation
within the array, connecting a pair of radar receivers to a
coupled copy of the RF to be transmitted and to the
receiving probe. The other receive mode also uses radar
equipment as both the source and receiver, this time
connecting the radar's exciter to the SNF probe, first
coupling the RF signal to a reference receiver.
Measuring the patterns of an active array poses some
challenges beyond ordinary antenna measurements. When
the array is transmitting, it is critical to synchronize the
beam steering and the high-power amplifier to the pulsing
of the RF input, the frequency being transmitted, and the

sampling of the received RF. Some radars may also be
capable of overheating the absorber, such that long-term
duty-cycle reduction must be enforced in a very reliable
manner.
In the receive modes, it is necessary to
synchronize the radar receivers' sampling with the record
increments, frequency switches, and RF pulses (when
applicable). The radar's STE must also reduce the stream of
A/D samples for each beam-frequency state to a single I-Q
pair, notify the acquisition system when the sampling is
completed, and send the data. In each of the modes, there is
also a need for a reference receiver (or receiver channel) to
establish a phase reference, and have the radiated data
combined with that reference data prior to averaging. The
implemented interface addresses each of these concerns.

compass affixed to the array, then the best-fit plane of the
array might serve as an intermediate reference during
alignment, with the IMU calibrated to match the array-face
heading, and the data rotated by the array-face φ angle in
range coordinates when the φ axis indicates 0°. For a
system whose pointing direction is defined as the platform
attitude plus a DUT encoder angle, the alignment process
would align the platform's coordinate system with the range
coordinate system. In each case, there will need to be a
measurement of the DUT's axis of rotation to establish X-Y
translation as well as any tilt of the Z axis.

6. Software

A dedicated optical alignment system has been provided for
multiple purposes in the range:

The MI-3000 Arena software package is used for all
acquisition and much of the analysis in this facility. The
software was enhanced to meet the needs of the LMCO
advanced electronically steered arrays, primarily adding
support for custom embedded sources and receivers.

•

Positioner calibration: measure the uncorrected
axis motion, define the range coordinate system,
build virtual-axis lookup tables, measure range
monument locations and store them for later use

The MI-3046 Spherical Near-Field Analysis package is
used for transforming the acquired data to the far field.
This software package includes the IsoFilter [4-6],
'pattern-feature' rotations, and aperture back-projection.

•

Positioner-cal verification:
Ensure that the
corrected axis motion is still within specifications

•

AUT Alignment:
Determine translations and
rotations needed to align SNF transform output to
DUT coordinate system

Software was developed for this effort to compute the EIRP
of the LMCO DUT. This software takes near-field powermeter readings at the base of the arch, plus calibration data
for cables and attenuators between the power meter and the
probe, and scales the near-field raster data as needed so that
the SNF transform output represents EIRP in dBW.

5. Optical Alignment System

The main component of the alignment system is a FARO
laser tracker X, which at its core provides high-accuracy
measurements of a spherically mounted retroreflector's
(SMR's) 3D position. These SMR positions can be
measured in fixed locations, or a series of points can be
measured with an axis in motion. Two sets of software have
been provided: FARO's CAM2 software, which provides
full-featured access to generalized tracker capabilities and a
library of core functions that the MI-3000 scripting software
can coordinate with user prompts. The MI-3000 software
can use the laser measurements along with its control of
system axes to define and convert between coordinate
systems.
Another component of the alignment system is a set of six
permanently mounted precision monuments, within the
chamber. The purpose of these monuments is to provide a
rapid mechanism to convert from the laser's arbitrary
coordinate system to the range's fixed coordinate system.
The range coordinates of each monument are determined
during positioner calibration.
The specifics of the AUT alignment procedure vary with the
AUT. If the AUT gets its nominal pointing direction in the
field from an inertial measurement unit (IMU) or electronic

7. System Testing
Extensive testing was performed to verify that the
performance specifications were met. One of the more
involved tests measured the pattern of a gain standard
translated and rotated to four different effective locations
within the test zone. Figure 6 below shows this gain
standard in one of the four orientations. One of the
orientations was effectively 2.4m (8') in front of the one in
Figure 6, and the other two were effectively 1.2m (4')
forward and 1.5m (5') to either side. The displacements
were, of course, primarily intended to decorrelate the true
antenna pattern from the effects of stray signals. This
process also exercised different interactions with the probe
pattern. The four SNF data sets were transformed to the far
field, translated (using the IsoFilter) and rotated to an
output coordinate system common to all four. The 'true
pattern' of the gain standard was defined as the complex
average of the four far fields. A conic cut through the peak
of those far-field patterns is shown in Figure 7, with the
complex average superimposed.
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Figure 7 – Overlay of Four SGH Orientations

7. Conclusions
MI Technologies, ETS-Lindgren, and their subcontractors
have built a new high-fidelity SNF facility for Lockheed
Martin in Syracuse, NY. This facility is primarily intended
for design and production testing of large ground-based
radar systems, but also supports general-purpose antenna
measurements. For any radar whose special test equipment
(STE) conforms to the facility's ICD, the acquisition system
can interface directly to the array for forming transmit
beams and/or capturing data from multiple element
receivers. The performance of the range supports a wide
variety of radar tuning and calibration.

